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SECRET

23 Dec 63

S.G.S. 7 2323812

PRIORITC DIP CITE MEXI 7055 S/8 COORD: REQUESTED SUMMARY ALL STA INFO ON SILVIA
T. DURAN.

REP CIP 24926

1. Sylvia Tirado de Duran aka Silvia de Tirado, Mexican citizen,
was employed by Cuban consulate office MEXI as temporary replacement
for Carmen Lipari upon latter's death July 62. Duran was
Director, Mexican-Cuban Institute of Cultural Relations (INPRO). Until
early Jan 63 when pressured by Teresa Froenzo to resign. (See
MEXI 3933, 9 Jan 63).

2. Before July 63, per intelligence, Duran was sporadic contact
with Cuban embassy, mainly with Froenzo re INPRO matters. Fall 62 had
affair with Carlos Lechuga. (See MEXI 2712, 25 Nov 62 and MEXI
9695, 4 Feb 63). In June 62 Licorico-I reported that Jose
Revueltas said Duran strongly drawn to his Liga Leninista
Esperanto, local dissident communist group.

3. See also MEXI-1399A, 8 Dec 61 (ARCICLO) which station
cannot confirm, and MEXI-3136, 28 Sep 62 which station cannot
evaluate.

4. Re PARA two rep: station questioned Levin in 1962, nine this point
night 23 Nov and he disclaimed any knowledge of visits.
He has been instructed report any new facts or significant
reaction his associates.
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